Journey Through Time is a series of three books for the middle school (Classes 6, 7 and 8) on history and civics. The series fully meets the requirements of the Inter-State Board of Anglo-Indian Education. Journey Through Time is an innovative new course which introduces the concepts of history and civics in simple and easy to understand text. This series uses a chronological approach in terms of methodology and focuses on the development of concepts and skill.

**Special Features**

The series include interesting features which provide various tools for learning and evaluation.

- **Introductory activity:** At the start of each chapter creates interest and leads into the content.
- **Activity/Discussion boxes:** Within the chapters stimulate thinking and promote collaborative learning.
- **Sources (Primary and Middle):** Used extensively to develop analytical skills and encourage original interpretation of historical material.
- **Did You Knows:** Provide interesting snippets of information.
- **Heritage section:** In each history chapter brings out the impact and relevance, in today’s context, of the study of the period.
- **Timelines:** Show the chronological sequence of historical developments,
- **Remember:** Enables quick recapitulation of the salient points of the chapter
- **Look Back:** Reinforces key concepts and skills through exercises linked to the content studied in the book.
- **End of text exercises:** Help to test knowledge, understanding, application and skill of the child.

**Oxford Educate** integrates in a single resource an e-book with interactive teaching tools and learning materials. The **Test Generator** is an innovative, easy-to-use assessment tool, designed to aid teachers in generating test papers for evaluation.

**Teacher’s Resources**

**Comprehensive Teacher’s Manual:** It provides teachers with additional material and includes lesson plans, the complete answer key to the coursebook, additional questions and answers, glossary, weblinks, and sample test papers.

**The course components are:**

- Books for Classes 6 to 8
- Teacher’s Manual, Oxford Educate and Test Generator
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